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THE ECONOMY 
 
I hope you have enjoyed a Happy Christmas and festive period, and I wish you and your family a 
healthy, happy and prosperous New Year. 
 
Despite the economic and financial crisis that has continued to grip the world during 2009, it has 
been a very good year for Gibraltar, not least economically, as we have mostly avoided the 
consequences of the downturn:  the severe job losses and the personal and government financial 
problems, that have been so prevalent almost everywhere else.  
 
As jobs have tumbled in most of the rest of the developed world, here in Gibraltar we have 
continued to grow the number of jobs. Contrary to what the Opposition would have you believe, 
there are now very significantly more Gibraltarians in employment than ever before. 
 
 While other economies have been shrinking, ours has continued to grow significantly even during 
the crisis years of 2008 and 2009. It will continue to grow in 2010. And, while Government budgets 
around the world have plunged into deficit, causing very high levels of government debt, here in 
Gibraltar the Government’s budget remains in healthy surplus and Government debt remains low.   
These facts are a fine testimony to the soundness of our economy and the economic model that 
we have built. 
 
As the Chamber of Commerce Report shows, our successful economy is very important to the 
Campo as well, providing many of its jobs and significant levels of its income, thus giving the lie to 
the accusation that Gibraltar is a parasitic economy. Many thousands of Campo residents owe 
their continued employment during these difficult times to the strength of our economy.  
 
This year sees the final phasing out of the Tax Exempt Company, on which our finance Centre had 
been built, and the introduction of a low, 10% tax rate for all companies. So, with effect from 1 
January 2011, all companies will pay 10%, instead of some paying nothing while others paid much 
more. This very significant change will boost and ensure the continued success of our economy 
and the stability and security of the jobs that it provides. 
   
 
 
 



 
PARKING AND TRAFFIC 
 
This term we have accepted a challenge that no Government has ever tackled before:  that is to 
address our historical parking and traffic problems on a wholesale scale. Our Integrated Traffic and 
Parking Plan, Gibraltar’s first ever, has now been published, has gone through a helpful public 
consultation phase and will shortly be widely circulated.  
 
I hope you will agree that it deals with all relevant matters. But, if you have more ideas that would 
help, please do not hesitate to write to me or to Joe Holliday, as all improvements to the Plan will 
be gratefully received. The Plan contains a Guide of all its measures, with an indicated 
implementation date, so that you can follow implementation progress. 
 
Some environmentalists have criticised the Plan because it does not penalise the use of the motor 
car. This criticism misses the point, as the stated purpose of the plan is not to penalise motorists, 
but to provide them with adequate parking, roads and improved traffic fluidity. Car use will not 
diminish just because the Government does not provide solutions to these problems. Discouraging 
unnecessary use of cars by persuasive means and providing alternatives is a worthy but different 
and separate matter. 
 
Many of the key infrastructure elements of the Plan are already well under way, such as the very 
extensive works to enable the safe reopening of Dudley Ward Tunnel, the Trafalgar Interchange, 
the new Westside reclamation link road, the conversion of Devil’s Tower Road into a dual carriage 
way, the new dual carriage road to the frontier, and the tunnel under the runway.  
 
On the Parking side, several thousand parking spaces are being provided at the multi-storey car 
park at Devil’s Tower Road, at the new rental housing estate, at Waterport Terraces, at the South 
District affordable housing schemes and at a number of further new car parks around Gibraltar on 
which work will start during this year. These in addition to the three car parks opened last year. 
 
This unprecedented scale of investment in our roads and parking facilities, together with other 
schemes contained in the Traffic and Parking Plan will, I am confident break the back of our 
historical problems in this area. 
 
OTHER PROJECTS & VISION FOR THE FUTURE 
 
In the meantime we continue with our modernisation of Gibraltar’s principal public amenities. In 
2009 the excellent beautification of Main Street South and Convent Place were completed, and the 
new prison at Lathbury Barracks is all but complete and will come into operation during the first few 
months of this year. Work continues on the new Court House complex and on the impressive new 
air terminal.  
 
We are not investing just for today, or with a short term view to the next election. We are investing, 
with long term vision for Gibraltar’s future, to ensure that the Gibraltar that we bequeath to future 
generations has all the ingredients necessary for their success and prosperity. And so, we are 
happy to take opportunistic and visionless criticism by the Opposition about the inevitable 
disruption while all this work gets done, safe in the knowledge that you will understand what we are 
doing and why, and you will share our view that the short term disruption is a price worth paying for 
ensuring Gibraltar’s continued success in the future. 
 
The new Air Terminal, is badly needed even with current levels of air traffic, let alone growth during 
the next 50 years as we exploit our newly achieved EU aviation normality and socio economic 
success. Yet, just as they have done with every major Government project, the Opposition need to 
find some way of undermining it, and thus use every seasonal or other fluctuation in air services to 
pronounce the terminal to be unnecessary. In fact what it demonstrates is their complete lack of 
long term vision and understanding of what Gibraltar’s profile and economic, and thus social and 
political success requires. 
 



The Opposition says that it is time for a change, and that they are that change. It is never time for 
the wrong change - Gibraltar simply cannot afford it. They offer no alternative vision for Gibraltar’s 
future and how to go about it. They appear to think that it is enough to criticise and undermine 
everything that the Government does to modernise and improve Gibraltar. 
 
Another example of our long term investment for Gibraltar’s future is the new diesel power station 
which should get physically under way this year. This £ 100 million plus investment is absolutely 
necessary to ensure the continuity of a reliable electricity supply into the future, as the three old, 
existing and much less environmentally friendly power stations in residential areas that it will 
replace reach the end of their useful lives. All alternative sites and technologies were duly 
considered and rejected. 
 
Other projects that will start in the early part of 2010 are the now redesigned Europa Point 
refurbishment, and the significant and very costly works to upgrade and rebuild the Westside rock 
revetments and the promenade on the top of it. 
 
We will also demolish what is left of the old Theatre Royal, which will make way for a new town 
centre square and green area that will stretch from City Mill Lane on the North side to St Andrews 
Church on the South side, with underground parking at the northern end for residents of the area, 
accessed via City Mill lane. The new theatre will be provided in due course elsewhere. 
 
2010 will also see, at long last the completion of the excellent though much delayed Waterport 
Terraces affordable housing project. While the Government, through careful hands on supervision 
has been able to ensure high standard, quality homes, we have not been able to do anything to 
avoid construction delays. Even now, at the 11th hour we have had to remove the contractor and 
finish the projects ourselves through GJBS to avoid even further delays in finishing the remaining 
homes, which are now expected to be ready by March or April. 
 
The global credit crunch has also done for Haymills, the reputable UK construction company that 
ran into money problems, requiring the Government to step into the south district housing projects 
through GJBS as well. As a result, Cumberland Terraces is now finished and will be delivered to 
buyers in the next few weeks. Bayview Terraces and Nelson’s View will be ready in April. 
 
The Government’s new rental housing estate is progressing fast, and will set a whole new 
standard of accommodation and quality of life in Government rental housing in Gibraltar. During 
this year we shall also be making a start on the site and design of still more housing. 
 
MODERNISING OUR LAWS 
 
2009 has also seen unprecedented new legislation to update many of our antiquated social laws. 
Very major new legislation has been introduced by the new Children Act dealing with all aspects of 
child protection, and in the new Matrimonial Causes Act to make fairer provisions for financial 
settlements on the breakdown of marriages. 
 
We have legislated to protect court witnesses from intimidation, to deal with computer hacking and 
to deal comprehensively with child pornography. 
 
During 2010 legislative reforms and modernisation will continue with a wholesale updating of our 
criminal laws and procedures, our jury laws and our legal aid and assistance systems. Our law 
courts will be reorganised and resourced to accelerate the whole legal process and make justice 
quicker, more accessible and more efficient. 
 
IMMIGRANT RIGHTS 
 
The Trade Union Unite is embarked on a campaign to secure what it calls full rights for non EU 
Nationals in Gibraltar which comprise, among others, many hundreds of Moroccans and their 
extended families now in Morocco. The Union has ignored the Government’s explanation of the 
multiple and unsustainable adverse implications for Gibraltar. Indeed, not only do they ignore the 



cultural, social, economic, housing, financial, educational and jobs implications for Gibraltar of what 
they seek, they also have no hesitation in damaging Gibraltar’s image abroad in their attempt. 
The Government will continue, as it has done during the last 12 years to improve the conditions 
and rights in Gibraltar of Moroccans and other non EU Nationals, but we will do it in a measured 
and affordable way that will not undermine our community, our society, our economy and our 
standard of living to the irretrievable and great detriment of the people of Gibraltar. I can see no 
good reason to follow other European countries down paths which they themselves now regret. 
 
When in 2007 the UK paid the pensions claim of pre 1969 Spanish workers based on their 
challenge to Community Care, which Gibraltar has always told the UK was its responsibility, the 
UK has made it clear that Gibraltar would have to meet the financial cost of any successful EU 
challenge by post 1969, ie current Spanish workers in Gibraltar, who eventually may make the 
same claim. 
 
Whatever we may think of the merits of any such claim, it represents a financial time bomb ticking 
under our children and grandchildren in the future, for which they cannot have recourse to the UK. 
I am not willing to bequeath this potentially lethal legacy of a massive and unaffordable backdated 
claim to our future generations, and so, this year the Government will, as I said at Budget time, 
introduce significant reforms to protect Gibraltar from this possibility. This reform will NOT result in 
financial loss to our pensioners or recipients of Community Care. 
 
CHALLENGES 
 
2009 brought it challenges too: The conclusion of the complex New Flame and Fedra  salvage 
operations ; the need to take quick, decisive and effective action to prepare  Gibraltar for the Swine 
Flu Pandemic which had been thought to be much more serious than it has so far turned out; and 
the effect of the bankruptcy of Haymills on jobs and important Government projects. 
 
2009 also brought an end to the saga of the Chief Justice, whose inappropriate behaviour over 
many years presented a significant challenge to the Government. In all, ten of the UK’s most 
senior judges have considered this matter and all of them believed that the Chief Justice incurred 
in repeated, inappropriate behaviour. Seven out of those 10 judges thought it was serious enough 
to warrant the extreme step of removing him from Office. The Government and others in Gibraltar 
have been fully vindicated and exonerated in our conduct during this protracted, difficult and 
delicate episode. It is a matter of the deepest regret that this did not prevent Mr Bossano 
unnecessarily raising this issue abroad in an unjustified attempt to politically embarrass the 
Government, again at the expense of Gibraltar’s image and reputation. 
 
2009 also saw the Government successfully negotiate and sign 13 international tax agreements 
with other countries and thus get on to the so called “white list” of finance centres, and, of course, 
economic management and vigilance was a constant priority and pre occupation  to steer Gibraltar 
through the effects of the global credit crisis and recession. 
 
WATERS 
 
But the biggest challenge of all has been the challenge to the Sovereignty of our waters 
represented by Spain’s designation of areas of our waters as an EU environmental protection 
zone, and the EU Commission inclusion of it in the official EU list. 
 
The Gibraltar Government moved immediately to mount a legal challenge to this in the European 
Court, as soon as we became aware of it. The UK itself had missed its deadline for bringing its 
own legal challenge, but has intervened in our case in support of us. Under EU procedures there 
will soon be a new opportunity for the UK to bring its own, separate legal challenge, and it is 
absolutely vital that it does so because Spain and the EU Commission are challenging our right to 
bring our own action, and if they succeed then our legal case will fail before it even gets heard in 
court. UK and Gibraltar would be protected from this very serious position if the UK starts its own 
direct legal case. It must therefore do so. 
 



It was then also necessary to protect Gibraltar’s position arising from this matter in the context of 
the then forthcoming Ministerial meeting in Gibraltar of the Trilateral Forum, the agenda for which 
included co operation in relation to those very same waters, in respect of both maritime matters 
and environmental protection.  
 
This specific objective was fully achieved by securing an acknowledgement from Spain in the 
formal communiqué that the designation of our waters has no implications for, and thus does not 
change the sovereignty, jurisdiction and control of the waters, which accordingly remain as they 
had been before the designation. 
 
This language fully achieved the stated and intended objective of politically neutralising the 
possibility that the EU environmental designation by Spain of our waters had of itself advanced 
Spain’s sovereignty position. While obviously not defeating her longstanding and misconceived 
claim over the waters, Spain’s acknowledgement that the designation had not advanced its 
sovereignty position or prejudiced ours , enabled cooperation talks to proceed safely for us. 
 
Of course, despite this being fully explained to them, at the time and since, the Opposition, anxious 
as ever to tarnish the Government by any means it can, has been unable to resist the temptation to 
distort and misrepresent the whole matter by saying that subsequent incursion incidents have 
demonstrated that we had not solved the general waters sovereignty issue after all, as we claimed 
and that this had proved them to have been right all along! Well no one ever said, claimed or 
thought that we had resolved the Sovereignty dispute.  
 
The Trilateral Forum continues to work well and to achieve good progress. 2009 saw Gibraltar 
hosting the Ministerial Meeting of the Forum, with the historic and welcome visit of Sr Moratinos, 
the first Spanish Foreign Minister ever to visit Gibraltar. 
 
There will regrettably always be adverse incidents because the parties still have serious 
disagreements on very important issues. Of course, every such incident is gleefully seized on by 
the Opposition to undermine the Forum and attempt to show that it has failed. But, there is no 
denying the Forum’s success and value. Quite apart from the architecture of the Forum itself, the 
facts of success speak for themselves.  
 
It is easy to forget the problems that have been effectively resolved: telephone 350 code 
recognition and mobile roaming, air and ferry links to Spain, the perennial and highly threatening 
Spanish pre 1969 pensions claim, and much improved frontier fluidity. During 2010 we hope to 
enter into another batch of good agreements on the Round 2 issues. 
 
The Trilateral Forum has also led to unprecedented fluidity and normality of contact between the 
Governments of Spain and Gibraltar, which means that incidents and problems can be more 
quickly and effectively dealt with. And so, when we recently had the serious and unacceptable 
incursion into the harbour and Westside by armed Civil Guards, we received a full and proper 
apology, and an assurance of no political intention from the Spanish Government at the highest 
level. This of course is very different to what occurred when we had a similar incident at Eastern 
Beach in 1989 under the GSLP Government.  
 
And the year ended in unimaginably proud and happy manner with the extraordinary success of 
Miss Gibraltar, Kaiane Aldorino being crowned Miss World. We promised her a home coming fit for 
a Queen, and that is what she rightly got. Our collective joy was not just for her huge personal 
achievement, but also for the huge success for Gibraltar in a global event in the context of decades 
of politically motivated obstruction and denial of our participation in so many international events 
and Associations. 
 
I think that 2010 will be another good year for Gibraltar. Once again, I wish you all a happy and 
healthy New Year.        
 


